
MONDAY 4th OCTOBER
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Art
(30 min)

Making Connections - Text to Self

Making text to self connections helps you
personally relate to a book or text. This could
be through experience or prior knowledge.

Choose an appropriate book that will be able
to relate/connect to.

These prompts and statements will help you
think about your own connections to a book
or text:
● What does this remind me of?
● How is my life similar/different?
● Has something like this ever happened to

me?
● How does this relate to my life?
● What were my feelings when I read this?
● How do I relate to the characters?

You should make at least three text to self
connections today. Write them in full
sentences and provide examples from your
book to show how you connect to them. Write
deep connections not surface level
connections.

Hand in your connections on Google
Classroom.

Historical Fiction

What is historical fiction?

It’s an imaginary piece of writing based on a
historical event. The characters are fictional but
the story takes place in a real time and place in
history (nonfiction).

Watch this video which explains what historical
fiction is.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4gh7Brl1fs

Examples of some historical fiction that you may
have read include:

● My Story series
● Australian Story series
● Horrible Histories series

Brainstorm the different historical events that
you could write a fiction piece on. You don’t
need to know much about the event. Ideas
include - any war, Amelia Earhart crossing the
Atlantic, first moon landing and the First Fleet
coming to Australia. You need to come up with
at least 10 different events.

Hand in a Google Doc with your brainstorming
or a picture of your work.

Decimals

Go to Google Classroom.
Click on the Slides and
complete Monday’s decimal
slides.

Put your answers on the
Slide and hand the Slides in.

Colourful Village

Inspired by the artist Karla Gerard, create
your own Colourful Village.

Watch the YouTube clip below and create
your own village.

A Colorful Village!

Hand in a picture of your village on
Google Classroom.



TUESDAY 5th OCTOBER
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Music
(30 min)

Making Connections - Text to text

Text to text connections takes more practice
than text to self connections. You can use your
prior knowledge about books to find similarities
and differences with other texts you have read.

Choose an appropriate book that will be able to
relate/connect to.

To make text to text connections you can look at
the similarities and differences of
author/illustrator, genre, main idea, theme,
characters, plot, message/lesson, vocabulary and
others. To show an understanding of text to text
connections, you should be able to verbalise or
write what the connection is, using evidence.

These statements will help you think about text
to text connections:
● This reminds me of [book/movie]

because…
● This is different/same as [book] because…
● The text/illustrations remind me of [book]

because…
● The text/illustrations remind me

[author/illustrator] because…

Make at least three text to text connections
today. Write them in full sentences and provide
examples from your book and the other text to
show how you connected them. Write deep
connections not surface level connections.

Hand in your connections on Google Classroom.

Historical Fiction

You are going to research a moment in
history that you would like to write a
fiction piece on. It can be an event that
you already know about or it could be one
that you know very little about.

Try to find information from reliable
websites. You may also have books at
home that you can find information in.

You only need to take notes. Remember
that notes are not full sentences. They
are keywords or phrases. When taking
your notes, do not copy the text. Write
your notes in your own words.

Take notes on:
● people/names
● places
● dates
● what happened
● languages spoken
● other important information

If you would like to research another
historical event that you could write a
piece on later, you’re more than welcome
to.

Hand in the notes that you have taken.
Create a Google Doc or take a clear
picture of your notes.

Introducing Percentages

Go to Google Classroom. Click on
the Slides and complete
Tuesday’s percentages slides.

Put your answers on the Slide
and hand the Slides in.

Google Music Lab

Navigate to Songmaker

Create a song by clicking notes into the
grid.

The top section of the grid can be used
for high notes, and the lower section of
the grid for low notes. There are two rows
of dots at the bottom for creating a
rhythmic pattern.

Create a melody that can demonstrate:

● visually melodies that move by step
or leaps

OR
● compose simple rhythmic patterns in

two parts
OR

● create a pattern that demonstrates
high vs low pitches



WEDNESDAY 6th OCTOBER
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Wellbeing Wednesday
(30 min)

Making Connections - Text to World

Text to world connections involve
connecting what you have read or listened
to with real events, past or present. This
includes historical or current events, local
or international events, something you
have seen on TV, in a magazine or
newspaper.

Choose an appropriate book that will be
able to relate/connect to.

It may need to be a nonfiction book.

These statements will help you think about
text to text connections:
● This reminds me of [topic] studied in

class…
● This reminds me of [event] in

history…
● This reminds me of [current event,

global issue]…
● This is similar/different to [word

event] in the news…

Make at least three text to world
connections today. Write them in full
sentences and provide examples from the
text from your book that show how you
connect to them. Write deep connections
not surface level connections.

Hand in your connections on Google
Classroom.

Historical Fiction

You are going to write a narrative for your

first historical fiction.

A historical fiction piece needs to be based

on facts. You cannot have a robot in your

piece of writing if your historical event is

based on the Trojan War. Write about

topics that would have happened at the

time - the Trojan War leader would not

have received a text from his mum asking

him to come home.

Remember the correct structure and

devices for a narrative that your teacher

has mentioned:

● beginning, middle, end

● sizzling starts

● problems/solutions

Write a rough draft of your first two or

three paragraphs.

Hand in your first two or three
paragraphs. Create a Google Doc or take a
clear picture of your work.

Fractions Basketball

Go to Google Classroom. Click on the
Slides and complete Wednesday’s
percentages slides.

How to play

Take a picture of your results and
hand them in on Google Classroom.

Write a Letter to Your Teacher

Write a letter to your teacher.

You could include:

● What did you do on the holidays?

● What you enjoyed the most in your

learning during Term 3?

● A learning goal you have for Term 4

● What are you looking forward to in

Term 4?

Remember the information that you were

given last term when we did letter

writing.

You can look back at the information on

writing a personal letter on Monday 6th

and Tuesday 7th September.

Hand in your letter on Google

Classrooms.



THURSDAY 7th OCTOBER
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Spanish
(30 min)

Making Connections - Text to Media

Text to media connections are becoming more
common as we spend more time using technology.
Text to media connections involve connecting what
you have read with things you have seen or heard
on any form of technology. It could be a
connection you make to a song, a movie or
something you have seen on TV.

Choose an appropriate book that will be able to
relate/connect to.

It may need to be a nonfiction book.

These statements will help you write your text to
media connections:
● This reminds me of a movie I’ve watched

called…
● I saw something similar to this on a TV show

called…
● In the song…, it says… I can connect to this

because…
● On the news recently it was reported…
● This reminds me of a show I watched on TV

where…

Make at least three text to media connections
today. Write them in full sentences and provide
examples from your book that show how you
connect to the media. Write deep connections not
surface level connections.

Hand in your connections on Google Classroom.

Historical Fiction

Continue to write your first historical

fiction piece until it is finished.

Year 5 narratives should have at least

4 - 5 detailed paragraphs.

Ensure that you are continuing to

write a piece that is appropriate for

the event that you have chosen.

Remember that a gladiator fighting in

the Colosseum won’t go home to

watch TV.

Hand in your narrative once it is
finished. Add to yesterday’s Google
Doc or take a clear picture of your
work.

Percentages

Complete the set activities on

Studyladder.

http://www.studyladder.com.au

La ciudad – The city

This term we are going to be learning all
about the city/la ciudad.

Think about the place you live in.

What are the different shops and city
buildings you can find there?

Check the image below and write a list of
them in Spanish.

What is your favourite place to go to?

Hand in a Google Doc of the shops and
buildings you have in the place you live.



FRIDAY 8th OCTOBER
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Physical Education
(30 min)

Making Connections

Read the following Kids News article
titled ‘Australian Kids Food Knowledge
is on the Slide.’

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/humanit
ies/australian-kids-food-knowledge-is-o
n-the-slide/news-story/a3bfe684402fef
43e0ec4ac545b4ada2

Using your knowledge of deep
connections, write at least two
connections you can make for each of
the following:
● Text to Self
● Text to Text
● Text to World
● Text to Media

You might like to go back and watch the
mini lesson on connections from
Tuesday 14th September on Google
Classrooms.

If you would like to complete the ‘Quick
Quiz’ at the end of the article, you are
more than welcome to.

Hand in your connections on Google
Classroom.

Historical Fiction

Edit your narrative historical fiction piece.

This means reading through very slowly

and carefully to find any mistakes that

you can fix.

Look for:

● capital letters and punctuation that

you have missed

● spelling mistakes that you can edit or

underline (because you think it’s

wrong but don’t know the correct

spelling)

● changes you can make to uplevel what

you have written

● additions you can make to include

more detail

If you have the opportunity to have

someone else read over your work, see if

they can find anything that you can edit.

We always miss mistakes when we read

our writing that another set of eyes might

find.

Hand in your edited work on Google

Classroom.

Matharoo Worded Problems

You will find the Matharoo pdf on Google
Classroom. Start at page 1 and work
through to the point where you are
challenged. If page 1 is not challenging
enough to start with, begin at page 2.

Remember you may complete more than
30 minutes of work, but that is all we
require you to do.

Hand in your answers to the Matharoo
worded problems on a Google Doc.

Remember to show how you have worked
out the question. Don’t just write the
answer.

Flip a Coin Work Out Poster

Flip a coin. Whichever side it lands on will
tell you which exercise to complete.





Fractions Basketball

Total
shots

In and out Fraction
scored

Percentage
scored

Decimal
scored

example

8
balls

3 out of 8 in + 5 out of
8 out

If 8 shots were
worth 100 points,
what would each shot
be worth?

Well, 4 shots would be
worth 25 points each (4
x  25 = 100), so halve
that to 12.5 each for 8,
so 3 shots x 12.5%
= 37.5%

If 8 shots
were worth
$1, each
shot would be
Worth 12.5c or
$0.125.

So 3 shots is
worth 37.5c or

= 0.375





 

 

 

 

Flip a coin. Which ever side it lands on will tell you 
which exercise to complete. 

 
 
 
 

  

1 Star Jumps 
 20 Metre Bear Crawl 

2 30 Second Run 
 10 Push Ups 

3 10 Burpees 
 10 Squats 

4 30 Second Planking 
 15 Tuck Jumps 

5 10 Lunges (5 each leg) 
 15 Calf Raises 

6 
30 Seconds Skipping 

(rope or moving along) 
 

15 Sit Ups 

7 
20 Skater Jumps 

(10 each side) 
 

High Jumps 

8 10 Push Ups 
 30 Second Planking 

9 20 Metre Bear Crawl 
 30 Second Run 

10 10 Squats 
 10 Lunges (5 each leg) 

Note: If you are not sure how to do any of these exercises just 
search for them on google and watch an example. 


